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Thank you for your purchase!


Please note this purchase is for one classroom music teacher

and may not be shared on any social sharing sites. You may


email this file to parents for distance learning. There are 25 boards.


This Bingo game is slightly different - each square contains a

musical activity the student must perform before placing their token.


Some activities are fun review, others are silly fun.


Paper tokens and the Beethoven and Mozart characters needed for

one of the activities are included at the end of the slides for students

to cut out (kind of tedious), or they can use coins,  candy, whatever 

they have at home or in the classroom.
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possible for an Internet search to make the document available 
on the Internet, free of charge, and is a violation of the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).
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Sing your  
favorite 

song

Tap a  
steady beat 
with your  

feet

Listen to  
a Sousa 

march and  
parade  
around

Rap a song 
about what 

you’re having  
for lunch

Sing a song 
only using 
your chest 

voice

Play Mission 
Impossible 
Theme and  

ninja around  
the house

Play the 1812 
Overture  

and march  
around the 

house

Play Vivaldi’s  
Spring and 
twirl around  
the house

Draw a 
picture of  
Beethoven

Tap a  
steady beat 

with your  
feet

Sing a song 
using your  
head voice

Listen to  
Beethoven’s 
5th and draw 

a picture  
about it

Draw a 
picture of  

Mozart

Make your 
Beethoven 
and Mozart 
dance to the  
Rocky Theme

Build an 
instrument 

using  
Legos

Sing 
Do, A Deer 
to a family 
member

YouTube one 
instrument 
that you’d 

like to learn

Ask mom  
what her  

favorite song 
it + she sings

Play one 
hand clap 
game with 
a parent

Listen to  
Danse 

Macabre  
and illustrate 

a scene

Create a 
comic strip 
to illustrate 
Holst’s Mars

Sing the  
Star Wars 

theme song 
on “moo”

Build a stair 
case of 8 
steps and  

sing a scale

Sing a song 
about what  

you’re having 
for dinner
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